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The team, Doctors, and survivor children at the Scholarship Program on 25 March 2018

FROM THE FOUNDER AND TRUSTEES – “Dignity is Priceless”
Nine years ago, when the need of the hour for children undergoing cancer treatment was identified
as education, as a sustainable model, because with education comes greater self-esteem and
confidence, a feeling of wellbeing and hope for a future of self-reliance and dignity, Samiksha was
conceived. Continuing to strengthen the ability of children in these situations to reach their potential
becomes a mandate to recognise and also encourage their efforts to map their future confidently.
We see today not only a positive academic impact but also a dynamic impact of the small steps
initiated by Samiksha nine years ago in many who have gone through the program. They are the
change mentors.
At Samiksha, we also believe that collaboration with technology and scientific temper can help
leapfrog social enthusiasm to deliver far reaching results.
It is our goal to strive to provide the children undergoing treatment for cancer a more rewarding
and happy experience, enable them to re-integrate into society, their schools and help plan their
future with greater confidence and above all Dignity, for truly, “Dignity is Priceless”!
We are delighted to have completed 9 years and happy to share the stories of the significant work
being done with children undergoing cancer treatment at Kidwai Memorial Institute of Oncology
Bangalore, toward their continuing education, engaging them in mindful activities and sustaining
their wellbeing and happiness.
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Milestone achieved: Perhaps the sweetest success of this year was the launch of the “Samiksha
Scholarships Program” on March 25th, 2018. Twenty Scholarships were disbursed to young cancer
survivor children in an event at Springboard 91, Koramangala at a very emotionally charged,
enjoyable and happy ceremony. The reconnect with the children who were with Samiksha several
years ago, brought immense joy to the team and teachers in particular. The presence and blessings
of the Pediatric Oncologists was heartening and the whole experience was surreal. For the teams
and volunteers organising this event was more effusive than the event itself. The second series
supported by Let’s Do some Good is also planned on 23 rd June 2018. Fifteen scholarships will be
awarded to shortlisted students.
The Yoga and Creative Visualization Program has been relaunched with fresh rigor, following an
intensive training program conducted by our Mentor Yogaratna Saraswathi, in collaboration with
‘Prafull Oorja’. Yoga and CV is conducted every Thursday midmorning, continuing into the Art
Program in the afternoons.
The monthly Birthday celebrations of the children continues with extended support of donors,
corporate teams and other NGOs. These Birthday parties for children are most popular and joyful
events. Girish Jayaraju continues to bring sheer joy and laughter to the children.
Website and Social Media: We have now partnered with Let’s Endorse, a Social Alpha Team powered
by Tata Trusts, shifting to the Swayam NGO platform. We also have the online donation portal with
integrated receipting system and donor management system in place. All programs are regularly
updated here with the Facebook link for greater reach in social media.
Research and Awareness /Outreach: Our Director, Dr. Manjari Bhatnagar presented our work at two
conferences - IAPCON, New Delhi in February 2018 and PHOSSCON, Kolkata in November 2017. She
has also initiated a scientific research paper on “Happiness” with respect to the Foundation’s work
in nonmedical support and education of the children.
9th Year Milestone Celebration: This Year our Open House Gallery on 23rd of June is planned to be
an exceptional display of our children’s works. Art and creative crafts has gone up to a new level
through partnerships with Ekta, Deepa and Asha of Thousand Cranes, Tulika publication’s
storytellers and new volunteers for the Art Program. The collations in the Kapur ward and
surrounding area, are curated by our Volunteers and Trustee. A large number of testimonials of the
parents, volunteers and children who have been discharged also on display, these little notes for
us, encouraging us to continue.
Fundraising efforts and Awareness Programs continue with support from key organisations and
NGOs. Significant are, the Adarsh Charitable Trust, Accel Partners, Informatica. Vishwas Trust, Make
a Wish Foundation, Rotary Clubs, Silver Surfer Knitting group of Bangalore Club, Swalamban, Lioness
club of Anjanadri. We are also grateful to all individual Patrons, Donors, Supporters, Volunteers for
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their contributions in cash and kind. All of you play a significant role directly or indirectly.
Noteworthy mention is Students and Alumni of Mallya Aditi School (MAIS), Bangalore who, through
a community support Awareness and Fundraiser initiative called “Bounce Back”, are organizing the
3rd consecutive event in August 2018 in support of Samiksha Foundation.
We are also part of the BEETF 1 to nurture collaborations in education space with NGOs.
Team expansion: Nagavalli Narasimha (ex-Janaagraha), joins us as our Volunteer Coordinator and
Education Support Onsite at KMIO and Ranjani Ramesh is our Administrative Lead helping with
bookkeeping, accounts and Project report work.
Statutory compliances; We have been awarded the Foreign Currency Regulatory Act Certificate of
Registration in November of 2017 following successful inspection of our work by the Ministry of
Home Affairs. (FCRA registered)
Toward Outreach, in addition to the work at Kidwai, Samiksha supports children whose families or
when doctors reach out to us from other hospitals too.
Our Mission has proven to be a unique and niche initiative that provides Integrated Education and
other Non-Medical support to children with cancer. The challenges are different, but our greatest
strength is our core team and volunteers whose dedication to the purpose and single-minded
attention to the children’s needs are noteworthy.
We are extremely proud of and grateful to our Teachers Vidyavathi and Parvathi who have been
with us for 9 years, and our Storyteller Ambika who has been with us for 7 years, bringing continued
commitment and enthusiasm. We hope to continue to share our experience, the success of the
children in the future years. and look forward to your continued understanding and support.
We welcome new Trustees and Administrative coordinators for the various ongoing and proposed
new projects, to extend our reach to more children in similar situations at other Oncology hospitals.
With sincere thanks.
Sandhya Sharad - Founder
Vijayalakshmi Nanjundeswaran - Trustee
Bhavani Nanjundeswaran - Trustee (Retired)

1
1

BEETF: Bangalore Effective Education Task Force
IAPCON: Indian Association of Palliative Care Conference
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FROM THE DIRECTOR – Dr. Manjari Bhatnagar
Samiksha Foundation is unique, in as much as it runs the only school in the country for the children
afflicted with cancer. The school, which functions out of the Kapur paediatric ward at Kidwai
Memorial Institute of Oncology provides a holistic curriculum and continues to make the children
happy by working to deliver all-round development to the children undergoing treatment. Our
school has a multicultural, socially diverse and geographically dispersed patient-cum-student
population.
We strive for excellence in everything we do despite limited resources of funds and manpower and
most importantly limitations imposed by the health issues of the children. We provide a learning
environment with abundant facilities that allows each and every student to thrive as an individual.
Our curriculum is completely based on the needs of each child depending on their calibre, interest
and ability, thereby enabling the children to leave the hospital school brimming with confidence
to move on in life with their peers and without loss of an academic year.
For the 10th graders our non-stress teaching techniques facilitate their moving out into the world
with multiple options to continue studies in various fields.
Our objective is also to impart education making the children independent thinkers who face life
with courage and confidence. This also enables them to respond with initiative and creativity to
the needs of the world and their fellow human beings; which comes naturally to them having lived
in the hospital environment with fellow cancer patients
We, at Samiksha Foundation, also undertook a study to analyse the levels of happiness of the
children attending our school programs and were pleasantly surprised at the results which
indicated the speed and ease with which the children adapted and enjoyed our school. This was
part of the preparation for participation at IAPCONi and PHOSSCON conferences.
Needless to add, none of this would have been possible without our dedicated teachers and
volunteers who have been guiding and supporting not only our special children but also their care
givers. In this endeavour, we much appreciate the support of KMIO for the opportunity, particular
mention and gratitude is due to Dr. Lingegowda, Director KMIO ‘s personal attention and inclusive
attitude that has been very encouraging for the work of the Foundation. We are thankful to Dr.
Padma HOD -Pediatric Oncology, Dr.L. Appaji, Retd HOD and Professor, Pediatric Oncology, Dr.
Avinash, Assistant Professor Pediatrics, Dr. Arunkumar, Dr, Pooja for their encouragement. The
nursing staff at Kapur ward also form an integral part of the support system and group activities.
We look forward for their support and cooperation to continue our effort of making our children
happily stand on their feet to face and conquer the world.
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ACTIVITY AND PROGRAM DETAILS
Samiksha functions from the Kapur-SBM Pediatric Ward. The entrance to the ward has been
converted to teaching cum activity space. The library has been set up in the basement of the ward,
with books in various languages. The foundation appointed librarian / teachers are present 4 days
a week, (Tuesday, Thursday, Friday and Saturday), between 10.30am and 4.30 pm. The teachers
are qualified and continuously trained in early childhood education by local boards. Relevant
textbooks, notebooks, worksheets, art and craft material is provided to each child in a specially
designed Samiksha school bag and kit on the first day they come to the program, to encourage and
provide an appropriate environment. The supply is constantly replenished as required by the child,
at the cost of the Foundation. Children on maintenance (out patients) are also encouraged to
participate. Siblings of children and many caregivers, mostly mothers also come in to learn and
read here. The children’s involvement, attendance, progress and requirements are recorded and
maintained.
Special tutoring for 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th and 10th grade children:
To help them come up to speed with their school work and curriculum and prepare them for the
examinations should they wish to appear. Volunteers from International Schools, Corporates and
Colleges teach children.
This year 3 students wrote their 10th exams during stay and after discharge.
Circulating Library:
Multilingual books are issued to children and caregivers on a regular basis, to read in their time to
encourage independent reading. For those children unable to read by themselves, volunteers read
to them at their bedside. Children also take back their favorite book when they get discharged.
YOGA Program for kids and mothers in the ward: (average attendance 40 per session)
Yoga is currently conducted by our Yoga Teacher and Consultant Miss Pooja every Saturday.
Storytelling: (average attendance 30 children and caregivers per session)
Ambika Chandrashekar conducts regular storytelling sessions with hands on activity like puppets,
origami and creative writing. With support from Pratham Books and independent storytellers like
Arti Anand, Lavanya Prasad, a significant change is seen in the way the children approach books,
reading and recall.
Birthdays at the ward: (110 to 165 children cared for each month)
Birthday Parties for children are held on the last Saturday of the month or on a day chosen by the
sponsors. Entertainment and activities range from singing groups, magic shows, dances
performances, pottery workshops, skits and songs by the children themselves. Goody bags with
fun things are distributed to all children admitted to the ward and siblings. Various organisations
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or individuals have sponsored the costs for these events. This monthly event is now an established
routine for both children and care givers. Care is taken to ensure the children are involved without
getting hyperactive and that the excitement of the parties is not overwhelming or physically
exerting for the children. No cake or outside food is served.
Fruits and Vegetables: (110 children cared for each day, on 2 days a week)
To ensure attendance, fresh vegetables and fruits are distributed at least twice a week and fruits
given every Saturday and on events, as part of the nutritional help. Naveen Jagannathan and
Savitha Balajee are regular sponsors for this program.

OUTREACH PROGRAM
One on One tutoring for Students outside Kidwai and in maintenance post treatment to assist them
in their school curriculum and performance in exams.
Storytelling conducted during Christmas celebration at Mazumdar Shaw Cancer Center, (NH) last
December at the request of the Pediatric Oncology Doctors there.

FACILITY DETAILS
Samiksha has funded and provided the following at Kapur – SBM Pediatric ward, KMIO
•

Play Area: The common play area for kids outside of the building was revamped, with added
swings and colourful paint and colourful turf replaced the old grass and dirt. This was the
only outdoor facility that the children are allowed to use in the hospital.

Overall expenses: 7 lakhs over 5 years; facility in under repair due to construction work ongoing.
•

A Library of books: The area near the staircase is converted into a library cum study area for
the children. About 100 new storybooks were procured for the library through Pratham
Books and two additional cupboards were installed.

Overall expense: Rs. 9 lakhs (1 lakh per year)
•
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Overall expense on material Rs. 12,000/- per year
•

School kits for each child. 95 New school kits consisting of 2 notebooks, a pencil, an eraser,
sharpener, a drawing book, colour pencil set, crayon set, water colour paints with a brush
in an eco-friendly bag with their names on it, are distributed to inpatients. Older children
of 5th grade upwards are also given a compass box. To date over 1950 kits have been
distributed to the inpatient children and children in the Dharamshala.

Overall Expense Rs. 200,000 per year
• A mobile Black board facility.
•

A White board and pin up board is provided at Doctor’s
training room for banners, charts and display posters.

• Six ceiling fans in the ward areas and common areas.
• Wall fans in entrance area
• 45 Yoga mats and 50 cushioned sitting mats for daily use
•

School text books in most subjects in Kannada and English
provided to children from 4th to 10th grade. Text books in
both CBSE and state syllabus are also available for 1st to 10th standard students.

Overall cost at Rs. 21,000/- per year
•

2 Computers donated and 2 computer tables – not used due to lack of space.

• 2 new water filters and it has been installed in the special drinking water room in the ward.

Additional ongoing infrastructure, maintenance and support if continually provided as required at
the children’s ward.
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THE SAMIKSHA SCOLARSHIPS PROGRAM - launched on 25th March 2018
Looking at the Impact that our work has had over the past 8 years, we are constantly asked if we
keep in touch with the children gone back to school. The simple answer is always ‘no’. Reason
being, it clearly is beyond the scope of our daily work. However, when a student comes back to us
and asks,” What course should I pursue in college? Or Mam I got 80 % marks in my 12 th, thanks to
the Samiksha Teachers, we think about the ways in which we can continue to help them.
Last year, after we facilitated the re-entry of 15-year-old Jayanth Singh at Yelahanka, by procuring
admission for him at MEC school, after he was disallowed into his old school in ninth Grade, due
to his failing in Math because of disturbance due to cancer remission, there was a nagging thought
of the need for Financial support for continuing higher education for these surviving thriving
students who continue to pursue their Learning post cancer with zest and rigor.
Two criteria were agreed for disbursing the funds - The child should have gone through cancer
treatment and been part of Samiksha Learning Program and He/She has decided and is actively
pursuing higher education at school and college.
The first round of Scholarships, of Rs 10000 each was distributed on 25th March 2018 to the
following students from our corpus.
Details of the program are available on our website.
1.Akshatha
2.Anitha D
3.B Prithviraj
4.Harshitha
5.Jayaprabha B
6.Jyothi B.S
7.Lavanya V.B
8.Likhith R
9.M Bhandavya
10.Naveen Kumar
11.Nayana
12.Nithin V.N
13.R. Pallavi
14.Rafika Banu
15.S.H Niranjan
16.Subramani K.N
17.Tejas Kumar
18.Yunus Pasha
Selfie taken with a scholarship Student and Samiksha Ambassador
19.Mohan Kumar
20.Name withheld due to privacy
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AWARENESS AND IMPACT OBJECTIVE
•

To create awareness and understanding for the significant need of continued education
and activities for children undergoing treatment for cancer- the non-medical support for
pediatric oncology.

•

To understand the learning requirements of the children better and try to address the
concerns about learning and school while they are in treatment and to improve the quality
of the ongoing programs through quality material, niche volunteer orientation and special
teacher training programs.

•

To understand what parents, teachers and doctors (Care giver’s perspective) can do to
make sure the child’s school needs are met when undergoing cancer treatment.

•

To create a study and research model to correlate academic impact and happiness quotient
to the Samiksha work model.

•

To share this information with the hospital staff, authorities, donors, volunteers and
community.

Creating Sustainability in Education: To Build the model so it can be
replicated in other oncology hospitals too and make the education of
children with cancer, a sustainable initiative.
To continue and understand the patterns emerging from the course of the
activities with respect to children’s attitude, their happiness levels and selfexpression, during treatment and post discharge (survivors).
To further reiterate the importance of ‘non- medical support’ for children
with cancer through research and evidence
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REFLECTIONS AND TEACHER REPORTS
Ms. VIDYAVATHI B.S
Greetings to everyone. I am Vidyavathi B S. I work at the Samiksha Foundation Learning Centre as
a teacher and a librarian. The Samiksha Learning Centre
is like a second home to us because the children here
are very fond of us. It makes the children very happy
when we teach them lessons, songs, stories, or play with
them lovingly. If we do not come for even one day, the
kids question us why. Especially this kid called Varun. He
loves writing and colouring. He does it so neatly that
Vijaya ma’am, elated by his attentiveness to colour
within the lines, drew another picture for him to colour.
Many children who studied here have gone on to
continue their studies, after their treatment, at high
schools or even colleges. Samiksha Foundation has been
helping these students with scholarships. This is a great
help to the children who came from poor families. There are a few kids who are pursuing their
degree; like Vaibhav who’s studying B.E., Sainath who’s doing his M.A., Arun Kumar who’s pursuing
his C.A. It makes me extremely happy to learn about this from our children when they visit us at
the hospital. We introduce them to the children who are currently undergoing treatment and
encourage them about the possibilities. It is a great pleasure to know that they have turned out to
be such fine examples for other kids to follow. We encourage the kids to follow their example and
reassure them that they too can continue their education after their treatment. We, at the learning
centre, help the kids in forgetting the pain in their suffering. We wish Samiksha Foundation
continues to grow and help more kids.
Ms. PARVATHI K.B
My name is Parvathi. I work as a teacher at the Samiksha Foundation. There are 80 kids in the ward
here, and we provide education to all of them. The children who come here and their parents are
very stricken upon their arrival. Vidyavathi and I empathise with their situation. We enquire about
their kid’s age, class, interests, inform them about the Learning Centre, and admit their child to the
Samiksha Foundation Learning Centre. We try to keep the children engaged with learning, playing
and various other activities. This makes them happy. There’s a three-year old child by the name
Gayathri, who comes and waits for us at the Centre every day. Even though it is difficult for her to
walk or talk, she attends our classes eagerly. She participates in the yoga classes enthusiastically.
We look after all the kids affectionately. Samiksha Foundation provides education to kids who
suffer from Cancer. I hope Samiksha Foundation continues to grow and help more kids. I also wish
for the kids to get healthier and braver. I wish they get discharged and go home to lead a healthier
life and continue their education.
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Ms. POOJA C- YOGA Teacher
I am Pooja C, and work at a bank in Bangalore. I have been conducting yoga classes since the last
year for the children at the Samiksha Foundation Learning Centre.
I lost my son a year back and was
not able to focus on/do
anything, after losing him. it was
at that time that a friend of mine
who was conducting the
sessions at the Samiksha
Foundation’s Learning Centre at
Kapur ward of Kidwai hospital
and who was going on maternity
leave, asked me to step in and
conduct the sessions there. Ever
since I started working with
these children, I feel I have
found a purpose in my life now.
I am happy to spend time with these children and have a lot of pleasant memories of the time I
spend with them. the time I spend with them makes me forget all my problems and though at
times it clashes with my work timings, I still make time to come here. these children are very cute
and always excited to do yoga and listen attentively when I give them instructions and do the
asanas very well. they keep challenging me and ask me to teach them new things each time I come.
It’s at these times that I remember my guru-Mangala ji.
I also extend my gratitude to Samiksha Foundation for giving me an opportunity to be part of their
work; to the teachers and volunteers who are always there to help…

Ms. AMBIKA CHANDRASHEKAR, Storytelling
I, Ambika Chandrashekar, have been working with Samiksha Foundation for the last 7 years. I visit
the Learning Centre every Tuesday. I am an art and craft teacher and trained at Kathalaya as a
storyteller. I use these skills to interest the children through stories. Each and every child who
comes to the Learning Centre is so talented and ever enthusiastic to learn. Even though some of
them may be in pain, they still attend my class each week, all excited. One of my favourite students
was Mahesh who was just 13 years old but could speak 5 languages! He was also good at drawing.
I love going to the Learning Centre at Kidwai as I get to learn a lot from these kids. Samiksha
foundation is doing a great job by running the Learning Centre as all the kids are gaining knowledge.
I hope Samiksha Foundation continues to do this and we grow even bigger...
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VOLUNTEERS SPEAK
AISHWARYA JAYACHANDRA“CANCER CAN TAKE AWAY ALL OF MY PHYSICAL ABILITIES. IT CANNOT TOUCH MY MIND, IT CANNOT TOUCH MY HEART,
AND IT CANNOT TOUCH MY SOUL.” – JIM VALVANO
This is what I truly witnessed with the children at the Kapur Ward, Kidwai Memorial.
Innocence means a quality of not having much experience in life and being unaware of the bad,
the terrible and the unfairness that exists in the world. These children are the epitome of
innocence. They understand that they are sick, but that hardly keeps them from enjoying little
pleasures of childhood like any other child, whether it is jumping with joy and curiosity at a trick
demonstrated by the magician or being delighted when presented with gifts.
I came across Samiksha Foundation over the internet while browsing for volunteering
opportunities. In part, this was for a profile boost. The majority however, held by the need to best
utilise my time for service. Indeed, an experience to remember for life. Some of the highlights of
this opportunity include spending time with these wonderful children, teaching them basic
subjects like Math and English, sitting together and helping them out with their art and craft work.
I have several fond memories with these children, my favourite ones are of flying paper rockets
with Mohammad and Sumedha; watching the faces of Ramesh, Sharad, and a few others light up
while using snap chat filters for pictures, and also celebrating birthday parties with the children.
During this time, I also met some lovely individuals, Valli aunty, a true enthusiast, always brimming
with energy to do more, Parvathi aunty and Vidyavathi aunty who tirelessly work to teach these
children things beyond lessons of academic importance, Ambika aunty who, with her creativity,
engross the children in moral stories, Sandhya Ma’am who is the pillar behind Samiksha
foundation, and every other individual contributing to this great success.
It is said that experience is the greatest teacher, my short experience with Samiksha foundation
has taught me a great deal of things, and I hope to continue to be a part of it and contribute in any
way possible.
GAYATHRI RThe opportunity to volunteer with Samiksha Foundation is one of the best things that has ever
happened to me. I started volunteering at the Learning Centre run by Samiksha Foundation- Caring
for Children with cancer Trust from Feb 2018. I happily look forward to my Saturdays, for that is
when I go to Kidwai Cancer Institute to meet the kids. The children I get to meet here are some of
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the most high-spirited kids I’ve ever come across, and they are always eager to learn what is being
taught.
One of my earliest memories at Samiksha is that of teaching Vaishnavi, a precocious child, quick at
grasping what was taught and applying it. I still remember her admonishing me for not leaving
homework problems for her to practice, when she’d asked me to do so, and I forgot. A very
obedient kid, who always wanted to learn something. She is one of those kids whom I’ll never
forget.
Another kid who left an impression on me is Muhammed Ashtab Islam. I write his full name
because that is how he introduced himself to anyone who asked his name; enunciating his
complete name, loud and clear, energetically. While I taught him English alphabet, he taught me
Bengali alphabet, correcting my pronunciation whenever I was wrong and proceeding to write the
script in bold for me to follow. He had such an infectious, vivacious energy about him that rubbed
off onto you and made you miss him when he wasn’t around.
And another kid whom I cannot refrain from mentioning here is Chiranth. A very shy kid when I
first met him, who barely opened his mouth to even say a yes or a no. One Saturday, we were just
drawing and colouring. During the activity, I learnt that he has a sister whom he missed very much.
I proceeded to draw two characters: a boy and a girl, for him to colour, and labelled them ‘Chiranth’
and ‘Chiranth’s sister.’ He gave me his widest and brightest smile at this, which made me extremely
happy for some reason. Now, he’s more than comfortable talking to me, and can even flat out
refuse to read or write if he doesn’t want to.
I meet so many lovely kids each time I go to Kidwai, all of whom I cannot address here on account
of keeping this write-up short. Every Saturday holds a different experience for me. I never plan
what I intend to do because the kids tell me what they want to do and we take it from there. Some
kids just want to draw and colour while some other kids want to do arithmetic problems or read
prose. But the uniting factor in all these varied activities is their enthusiasm, which is infectious
and makes one forget everything else and just be there, enjoying the moment. I am glad I was
persistent in getting them to accept me as a volunteer. I might not be wrong in calling this a
therapeutic experience. Sometimes, I feel that I am more benefited from this than the kids.
Samiksha is a happy place, not just for the kids but for everyone involved.
GIRISH JAYARAJU:
Girish’s words: “SAMIKSHA IS ALL ABOUT CARING AND EDUCATION. THAT’S
WHAT I LIKE MOST ABOUT IT. I LOVE COMING HERE ON SATURDAYS. IT’S MORE
LIKE GOING TO A SCHOOL THAN A HOSPITAL”.
AKANKSHA JAYAPAL: “THIS IS MY HAPPY PLACE”
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BANGALORE TO GOA FOR A CAUSE- EKTA, DEEPA, ASHA- IMPRESSIONS OF A THOUSAND CRANES
We are a group of three sisters in law, who run a community services group called A Thousand
Cranes. In Japan, cranes are thought to be holy creatures who live for a thousand years. Folding a
thousand Origami cranes is believed to make wishes come true. And that’s what we seek to do –
spread joy and hope, partnering with organizations like Samiksha Foundation. Every second
Thursday of the month sees us at the Kapur ward, amidst crayons and coloured paper, spending
time with the children doing craft activities. Over the last few months we have come to care deeply
about the children and have developed a deep
appreciation of the sterling work that Samiksha
Foundation is doing. It was with the intent of
promoting the power of volunteering and spreading
awareness about Samiksha that we signed up for the
Times Women’s Drive 2018.
To highlight our
message, we put up
posters on our rally
car and decorated the car with paper Origami cranes, with each
crane being folded with a wish for health and happiness for children
around the world. We also created giveaways of paper cranes along
with tags carrying information about Samiksha Foundation and the
power of volunteering.
The trip had several takeaways for us. The rally needed us to
perform as a perfectly synchronized team under intense pressure
over a period of two days. It was all worth it given that we were in
it for a cause that meant so much to us. It reiterated the power of networks and teams and how
people can come together to make a difference. We returned with renewed vigour to continue to
build a community of volunteers. Due to our ongoing efforts the tribe of the volunteers has grown
with many people coming forward to contribute in various ways – they not only donate their time
and money but also encourage their children to volunteer at Samiksha Foundation.
We believe, that together we can battle childhood cancer and give flight to wishes of the ‘little but
fierce’ children who face cancer with such determination and hope.
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OUR CHILDREN’S VOICES
NITHIN - I came here when I was in 8th standard. I received good
education here. The education that I missed during my
treatment was made up for, by Samiksha. We learnt good
lessons, played games. I received a lot of love here. Kapur ward
was just like my home. I didn’t want to leave this place but had
to leave with a heavy heart.

SUBRAMANI KN- IIND PUC (HE GAVE THIS TESTIMONIAL WHEN HE VISITED RECENTLY) -I was in 9th Standard
when I was diagnosed with leukaemia. On 11/3/14, I was admitted to Kidwai. The doctors treated
me like I was their own child. There were many volunteers who came in to cheer us up by playing
games with us. They got us books and fruits regularly. The food at the ward was really great-they
served us breakfast and lunch with an abundance of fruits and provided us with milk. Like this 6
months passed quickly with doctors’, staff and teachers who took good care of us.
NITHYA - I came here when I was in 5th grade. I stayed here for 7 months and they took good care
of m-e. They gave us books and bags. I played games, heard many stories, and I was very happy
here. Thanks to Samiksha!
SANJAY -I joined when I was 11 years old they took very good care of us. We practiced Yoga every
day. Every week they came up with something new to keep us entertained and interested in studies
by telling us stories and playing games with us
CHANDAN -I stayed here for 6 months and had a lot of fun here by paying with all the kids. By
interacting with everybody here at Samiksha, it accelerated my recovery process. It felt really
happy to be here with all these kids. For me it was like a new beginning. I wish this for all the
students here and wish them a bright future ahead
SAVAKKA - When I first came here, I was very upset since I didn’t know what I was suffering from.
They told me that I had to stay here for 6 months. I was depressed about it. The teachers here
invited me to Samiksha. Since I didn’t know how to read or write, slowly the teachers here taught
me how to write alphabets. Now I know how to write my name and am very happy about it. Thank
you, Samiksha.
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CARETAKERS VOICES
R KAVYA MEENA
When my daughter got admitted here, she was very depressed as she was missing her school
friends; spending time with her friends and relatives. This special school run by Samiksha
foundation brought back whatever she missed. She was very happy about it and made new friends.
It was a new experience for her and she was very excited as she made friends from different regions
of Karnataka. The teachers in Samiksha are doing tremendously well. They are not only making
children continue with their education in a playful manner but they are also entertaining them with
many cultural programs, changing their (psychological) behaviour and (physiological) attitude. The
way all the people in Samiksha treated my child helped accelerate her recovery. The way the
teachers treated their students made them forget that they were diagnosed with cancer. It is a
common understanding that cancer is a killing disease, but the environment created by Samiksha
Foundation and the dedication of staff breaks this common understanding and gives confidence to
children and parents that there is life even after this disease and it can be cured with proper
treatments. There are no words to express gratitude towards Samiksha Foundation for this noble
work for the deprived and vulnerable children and their families. All the best for future works and
I would be happy to be part of this work if time permits.
AJAY M BIDARI
Ajay was first diagnosed with fever and was admitted in Sanjeevani hospital for 3 days but there
were no signs of improvement. Later we got him to Bangalore and took him to Manipal Hospital.
Later we shifted him to Indira Gandhi hospital where bone marrow was done, and he was
diagnosed with leukaemia which led his family to breakdown. Later he was brought to Kidwai
Institute which led him to meet everyone at Samiksha foundation. The treatment lasted for 6
months and being in Kidwai, made him feel very distant from school but Samiksha foundation
didn’t let the feeling last long; helped him by teaching him art and craft, narrating interesting
stories and even playing with him

Jayaprabha, a scholarship student shares her thoughts on March 25th
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SIGNIFICANT OBSERVATIONS AND IMPACT:
● Children are excited about this learning program. They tend to hang on to every word that is
said and want to participate actively when not tired. Even when they have had a procedure or
IT, they insist on coming in for a short while, just sitting there and observing the happenings.
● They have a very keen desire to learn and remember information that is given to them during
the classes. This is evident in our story time recall sessions. Most of them try very hard to recall
information accurately- if provided with the right clues, time, and if they have done their
homework. Story recall and sometimes an urgency to learn it all there with older children.
● The ability to understand Math concepts is very superior in most children.
● The willingness to learn English and communicate is also fairly high. Even the children who
communicate only in vernacular languages have been very regular and are keen in
communicating with us. The special language teachers have made a huge difference to many.
● Parents and staff are very enthusiastic about the Yoga program. It is endearing to see families
of all denominations come in and participate in this actively. They say they even practice the
exercises in the ward when we are not there.
● The kids are also very enthusiastic about the singing and music and dancing. They never shy
of dancing to a tune on the mobile or radio at any time of the day.
● The children love to draw and colour or paint and can be very creative.
● The most regular children are the school going age kids between 6 and 14 years of age.
● The participation of the children is also dependent on the participation of the caregivers in
some way. If the caregivers are convinced that the mission of the foundation is essential for
the children, then the children come in wholeheartedly. Hence, regular awareness programs
are needed for caregivers and families of the children.
● Over years, the hospital staff has also got involved in the programs. The nursing staff come in
and teach the children or read with them very often. They actively participate in events.
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Doctors are very encouraging about the learning program and encourage the
children to attend regularly. They encourage children from 3 other wards at
KMIO to come to attend the programs.

The average monthly attendance of school going children has gone up from 47
in 2014 to 56 in 2018, which includes children from Kapur ward, Dharamshala
building, Shantidhama and Jindal ward and Aniket ward.

In Impact for volunteers, is 2 significant observations. There are an increasing
number of return volunteers who come back after many years to reconnect
with the children and us. The second being that every year we have many
young and adult cancer survivors who connect for volunteering at the
Foundation with the hope of being able to give back to them what they have
got back from their own life.

Visitors have observed that Samiksha Programs in the Hospital has made a
huge difference to the atmosphere at the children’s ward. It has also brought
some routine of activity and learning, thus keeping the children busy during
their free time instead of roaming around the grounds aimlessly. Many have
commented:

“What was it like when Samiksha was not here?”

“What would the children be doing otherwise?”- are questions we often get
asked.
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STATISTICS AND DATA – RECORD KEEPING
Volunteers and Visitors at Samiksha - June 2017 - May 2018
Month
Volunteers
Visitors
June
9
17
July
23
41
August
13
17
September
7
5
October
4
9
November
9
22
December
8
29
January
23
32
February
23
7
March
21
13
April
14
23
May
8
9
Total
162
224

Total
26
64
30
12
13
31
37
55
30
34
37
17
386

EVENTS
Date
6/24/2017
7/7/2017
7/29/2017
8/26/2017
9/28/2017
10/28/2017
11/23/2017
11/25/2017
1/2/2018
1/27/2018
2/15/2018
3/16/2018
3/25/2017
5/26/2017
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Event
birthday - magic show and distribution of school bags
Arthi Anand story telling - Ganapathi Kulapathi
birthday - clay modelling by Chandru
birthday -by Aysha Suman craft work
birthday - paper cutting activity by Ambika
birthday - Pinocchio skit by Eenadu Theatre
Drawing activity by Cipla
birthday - Lions club of Bhandavya - blanket distribution; drawing books
distribution by NMIMS
Story by Rajashri; distributed caps
birthday - pottery and games by Satish; bedspread distribution by Shubham
Children went to Venkatappa Art Gallery
birthday - craft cutting by Isha Sumadheera
Samiksha Scholarship Program launch function
May Birthdays
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STUDENT ATTENDANCE SHEETS:
No. of students attended and discharged grade wise data
June 2017- May 2018
Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Total

Month
Below
25
3yrs
3-6
yrs.
11
(LKG)
3-6
yrs.
4
(UKG)
4
Gr 1

26 26

25

30

36

34

34

32

30

32

29

359

8

6

8

6

9

10

14

9

5

7

7

100

2

1

2

6

4

6

6

7

6

10

11

65

5

6

7

8

8

4

5

3

8

9

6

73

Gr 2

4

5

7

6

6

7

7

7

9

8

3

4

73

Gr 3

6

9

8

5

7

7

4

4

5

4

6

5

70

Gr 4

7

9

10

7

7

6

5

2

4

4

5

4

70

Gr 5

6

5

5

3

3

2

2

2

3

2

4

5

42

Gr 6

3

4

2

3

2

2

3

4

4

4

6

3

40

Gr 7

6

7

9

8

7

8

8

7

9

10

9

8

96

Gr 8

3

4

3

2

2

3

3

2

2

3

4

6

37

Gr 9

0

0

1

1

1

2

3

5

5

4

4

3

29

Gr 10

0

2

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

1

1

0

23

Total

79

86 87

80

88

97

92

94

94

89

100 91

1077

Discharged 17
Avg
62
Attendance

21 20

11

15

22

26

23

22

20

24

21

242

45 62

29

74

45

73

44

72

37

87

25

655

Statistics on attendance of children is based on the record maintained at every class. It is collated,
and the average attendance is calculated on the basis of the number of children total number who
attend per the register in the previous month minus the number of children currently attending, is
added to the number of children who have been discharged or passed away, to get the exact
number of those who attend. Table below is the record maintained - school grade wise data.
This data is collected for our work only for budgeting, organising of activities and planning. It is the
property of Samiksha Foundation and may not be shared in public without our written permission.
It may not be used for any medical research purpose either.
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DONORS LIST – April 2017- March 2018
Above Rs 10000/Accel Partners: Rs 150000
Moya Morvenna - Rs 119000
EMBASSY SHELTERS Rs 100000
Nitesh and Sujatha Foundation Rs 100000
Page Industries Rs 100000
WonderLa Holidays Ltd Rs 100000
The Himalaya Drug Company Rs 98000
APR Charitable Trust Rs 78000
APR Charitable trust Rs 50000
APR Charitable trust Rs 50000
Cyte Care Hospitals Rs 49000
Britannia Industries Rs 49000
Anju Chandrasekhar Rs 40000
Impact Guru Foundation Rs 31416.5
Premalatha Nowal RS 30000
Home Interior Design (Liv Space) Rs 30000
COFFEEDAY HOTELS AND RESORTS Rs 30000
Pallavi Madhusudhan Rs 30000
Manthan Software Services Pvt Ltd Rs 25000
Rohit George Chitteth Rs 25000
Shilpa Iyanna Rs 18000
Purvi Prashant Shah Rs 15000
Gajalakshmi Bangalore Dyes & Chemicals Rs 15000 Anuradha Ghosh Rs 15000
Varun Mammen Rs 12500
Rohan Mammen Rs 12500
Shefali Gupta Rs 11000
Harsha Shedbalkar Rs 10000
Chitra Girish Vaidya Rs 10000
Enuga Vivek Reddy Rs 10000
Anju Chandrasekhar Rs 10000
Narayana Kamalahasan Rs 10000
Suma Nedungadi Rs 10000
Purvi Prashant Shah Rs10000
Satish Chandra Trasi Rs 10000
Chandraguha Thakurtha Rs 10000
Samarkhand Property Management Pvt. Ltd Rs 10000
Below Rs 10000/Hutoxi S Tarapore and Shavir K Tarapore
BANSIVIDYA MEMORIAL TRUST
Durga Ramachandra (N.H. Ramachandra)
Umesh Bhalchandra Kulkarni
Rahul Chawla
Sundar R
Ramachandra Durgi
Jessy Anthony
Jaya Narayan
Chandrima Chatterji
Raman Arunachalam
Srikaanth Viswanathan
Usha Rao/ V S Gopinath Rao
Padma Viswanathan
Udisha Dutta Chowdhury
Sudha Sundaravardhan
Malathi Radhakrishanan

Somnath Chatterjee
Harsha Bhagavth
Premila P Naidu
Vivek Radhakrishnan
Kripa Foundation
Rutuja Shashikant Kulkarni
Indrani Baksy
Freny N Libuvala
Mohan Pingali Rao & Anuradha Pingali Rao
Ayyappa A P
Shyam Sunder Shenthar
Suchitra Mishra
Sugandhi Ganesh
Dass M
Aindrila Chatterjee
Hazel Lavenna D Souza

Cash Collections of 130 donors amounting to Rs.1,27,500 during the awareness program of the Bounce
Back 2017 event.
Other cash collections from 3 donors totaling Rs. 20,000
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MAKING A DONATION TO THE FOUNDATION:
If you haven’t already given to the Foundation, please do consider supporting us now. For details

please contact Dr. Manjari Bhatnagar or email us at admin@samikshafoundation.org
Visit our donate page on the website- https://www.samikshafoundation.org/donate-page for
specific program(s) to donate for.
You can choose the activity or program that you want to support and choose the date on which
this donation should be given through our NEFT facility with Axis Bank, Bangalore.
We have started a special Education Campaign – for Rs.2500/- per month per child.
We wish to secure at least 100 donors per month from this campaign. 75% of this will be used for
the education of children admitted at hospital, 10 % will be kept to build a scholarship fund for
surviving children who are doing higher studies and 10% to support the siblings of these children,
5 % for the administration of this campaign.
Trust registration Nos. under the Income Tax Act of 1961:
Our Certificate under section 12A R/w Section 12 AA (1) (b) (i) of the Income Tax Act 1961NO: DIT(E)BLR12A/S-2338/AAJTS8922L/ITO(E)-3/Vol 2012 2013 DATED 10/4/2012
Pan No: AAJTS8922L
80G tax exception certificate no: NO: DIT(E)BLR/80G/5/AAJTS8922L/ITO(E)-3/Vol 2012-2013 dated
10/04/2012
Our Bankers:
Indian Donators: Axis Bank – Bangalore Main Branch, MG Road, Bangalore – Trust SB Account No.
909010035466397, IFSC: UTIB000009
Foreign Currency Donators: Indian Bank Koramangala Branch,
Account NO: 6563347993
IFSC: IDIB000N084, Swift Code: IDIBINBBTSY
Our Registered Office:
C/O Gud Deals, No.34. 1st floor, CMH Road, Indiranagar 2nd stage, Bangalore 560038

Email: admin@samikshafoundation.org
happinessquotient@gmail.com
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Our Auditors:
Vasudev Pai and Associates, S- 401/402, Manipal Centre, Dickenson Road, Bangalore
Audit records and Balance sheet are available on request.
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OFFICE BEARERS AND COMMITTED VOLUNTEERS – 2017–2018,
DEDICATED AND PASSIONATE ABOUT THIS WORK:
Dr. Manjari Bhatnagar

- Director of Samiksha Foundation

Ms. Vidyavathi B.S

- Teacher and Librarian –

Ms. Parvathi K.B

- Teacher and Librarian –

Ms. Ambika

- Storytelling specialist -

Ms. Padma Vishwanathan

- Volunteer- (Software professional)

Ms. Meera Srivathsan

-

Volunteer- (Chartered Accountant)

Ms. Nagavalli Narasimha

-

Volunteer Coordinator and Onsite Education

Ms. Tania Khosla

-

Advisor to the trust (Graphic designer)

Mr. Girish Jayaraju

-

Volunteer and core team (software engineer)

Mr. Naveen Jagannathan

-

Volunteer and supplier of fruits every Saturday- (software
engineer)

Ms. Barnalee Sarkar

-

Special program coordinator and teacher (Dancer)

Aakanksha Jaya sheela

-

Volunteer (Architect)

Ms. Ranjani Ramesh

- Admin Core support (IT professional)

Mr. Puneet Reddy

-

Volunteer (Real Estate Management consultant)

Mrs. Sandhya Maradi

-

Volunteer (Wealth Management)

Mr. Aditya Sharad

-

IT and website support

Mrs. Bhavani Nanjundeswaran - Trustee and Advisor. (Senior Citizen)
Ms. Vijayalakshmi N

-

Trustee and volunteer (Management Consultant)

Ms. Sandhya Sharad

-

Founder of Samiksha Foundation (Architect, Teacher and Social
Entrepreneur)

Samiksha Foundation - Caring for Children with Cancer - www.samikshafoundation.org
Facebook: https://facebook.com/samikshafoundation
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INDEPENDENT PRESS COVERAGE

ARTICLE BY AN INTERN ARUNDHATI IN HINDU – APRIL 2018
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“There is always sunshine and rainbow in the lives of these children. We
have to learn to see it!”
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